Symantec™ Phishing Readiness Services
Train and assess user susceptibility to phishing attacks
Data Sheet: Symantec Cyber Security Services
Symantec Phishing Readiness gives organizations the ability to carry out simulated phishing attacks from a simple, centralized
platform. Create and deploy targeted emails, and analyze employee behavior using detailed metrics to assess your
organization’s susceptibility to phishing attacks.
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User data is kept private on a dedicated client instance.

Target emails with specific attack vectors, and gather detailed

Control and manage your instance while keeping information

metrics through email opens, link clicks, attachments opens,

and metrics secure.

or data exposure and leakage.
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Run reports on key user details and behaviors. Discover geo-

Frequently refreshed templates for each assessment type can

located user activity, completion statistics, vulnerable clients,

be further customized to match specific organizational

and activity trends to show the real results of your

branding, messaging, culture, or language.

investment.
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A successful cybersecurity program requires a comprehensive strategy and integration across technology and people. Each
offering in Symantec’s Cyber Security Services portfolio—Managed
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vices for advanced threat monitoring;
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DeepSight™ Intelligence for actionable technical and strategic threat intelligence; Incident Response for fast containment
and eradication of a threat; and Cyber Skills Development for strengthening an entire organization’s ability to recognize and
prevent advanced attacks—is designed to work together and improve the speed and effectiveness of a security program.
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More Information
Visit our website
www.symantec.com/cyber-security-services
To speak with a Product Specialist in the U.S.
Call toll-free 1 (800) 745 6054
To speak with a Product Specialist outside the U.S.
For specific country offices and contact numbers, please visit our website.
About Symantec
Symantec Corporation (NASDAQ: SYMC) is the global leader in cybersecurity. Operating one of the world’s largest cyber
intelligence networks, we see more threats, and protect more customers from the next generation of attacks. We help
companies, governments and individuals secure their most important data wherever it lives.
Symantec World Headquarters
350 Ellis St.
Mountain View, CA 94043 USA
+1 (650) 527 8000
1 (800) 721 3934
www.symantec.com
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